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Abstract— Flexible shooting games include flexible shooting, parashooting, and adaptive trapshooting. Flexible Arrow is a safe game 

with excellent accessibility. With a little adjustment and flexible equipment, people with disabilities can compete at a higher level with 

stronger people. at the skill level, a decrease in normal fluctuations in the gun and a random targeting error were detected. The 

decrease in the flexibility of the target points is achieved gradually by compensating the movement of the guns associated with the 

different levels of freedom. The system incorporates pre-designed training, trains the shooter to fully grasp all shots, thereby 

increasing the accuracy and precision of a series of shots. The purpose of such exercises is to improve the aim or technique of a 

shotgun. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Target shooting was needed as a means to train soldiers to shoot accurately. In the military the target practice is to practice 

where the bullets are fired at the target. The purpose of such an exercise is to improve the aim or the weapon-wielding skill of 

the person shooting the weapon. ... by air force or air defence forces. Moving target defenced is the generalization of 

constraining alteration in all phases of the complex to boost the distrustfulness and assumed complication of the assaulters. In 

the military the practice aimed at the primary goal is to build a basic goal includes better alignment of vision and proper focus. 

We also find a way to create and maintain a visual image. National Congress in 18th CPC  have proposed to a "vibrant cultural 

world" development shooting. As one of the six ancient cultural treasures, the "arrow" is in this position. The Chinese arrow is 

on the verge of extinction. And in many places, morals are vague or contradictory. It needs to exist co-opted with classical 
artistic propositions about the restoration supposition in China. Literally," arrow" should exist an craft of archery. still, it isn't 

exactly a competition, and it's husbandry. With the coming of technology and an convention of classical civilization, evolve 

well-grounded moral practice in exercise programs. And it can subsist called wisdom. it has alike created exercising engineering 

science and experience. Next, the expression produces when applied only denotes commodity that will exist aimed and formed 

with the support of engineering science and proficiency, whether bare motor, element or service. 

OBJECTIVES 

 The main objective of the project is to improve the aim of the defense and the sports person. 

 To Develop a new concept of shooting practices for the soldiers. 

 To maintain security at heavy firing from the enemy. 

 To improve surveillance and reconnaissance capability of the soldiers. 

 To improve the concentration and aim accuracy of the shooters especially for military practices. 

II. LITERATURE SURVE  

The history of target shooting with archery and firearms can be traced in part through the evolution of shooting targets and 

scoring systems. Ancient Egyptians used copper cylinders. The ancient Greeks shot pigeons tied to long poles. In the Middle 

Ages and early modern times, rifles were fired at round wooden targets, some beautifully painted with celebratory scenes. 

American frontiersmen used a slab of wood with a “mark” painted on it.* Long range rifle shooting in the 19th century used 

iron targets that gave audible clangs when hit. Paper designs became common in the 19th century and are still used today. 
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Electronic targets (EST) development began in the 1970s and became binding on the Olympics and abroad competitions in 

1990. 

[2] The author CNK I, write about 19 articles on "shooting". published an important essay Mr. Ma Minds - the "ancient Chinese 

arrow". made an update to an archery study in China Ma Lianzheng. Personally, Chinese think shooting science and ancient 

shooting books are Chinese the most important achievements of modern research Chinese shooting. To extend, it shows that 

research the archery has entered China. However, there is no college sports combine topics shooting techniques. 

[3] Praveen Kumar, J.Babu Rao, NRMR Bhargava, K.Vijaya Bhaskar, “Deformation Studies on A2024 / Fly ash / Sic Hybrid 

Composites ”, International Journal of Engineering Research and Technology, vol. 

[4] Krishna Gopi,& Rajeswara Rao “Design modelling And Finite Element Analysis of Double Helical Gearing System For 

High Speed Compressor Engines ” Journal of International Innovative Technology and Research No.4, Issued No.6, October - 

November 2016, 5051-5054 

III. COMPONENTS 

1. Round plates:  

Shape of the plate       = Circle 

Size of the plate          =400*400mm 

Thickness of the plate =15mm 

2. Battery: 

Voltage=12 V  

Current=9Amp 

Capacity = 120Ah  

Energy=1.28 kWh 

3. DC Motor: 

Motor rotating= 2.0HP 
Operating Voltage (VDC) = 12.0v 

Efficiency=95%  

4. Gears: 

A gear (or) cogwheel is a rotating machine element having cut teeth, or cogs, which mesh with other toothed part to 

transmit torque, geared devices can change the speed, torque & direction of a power source. Driver Gears almost 

always produce a change in torque, creating a mechanical advantage, and thus may be considered a simple machine. 

5. Framework:  

The frame is frequently a system that supports structure other members of a physical construction and or sword limit 

the frame that construction’s extent. 

6. Target Board: 

Shooting targets are objects in various forms and shapes that are used for pistol, rifle, shotgun and other shooting   
sports, as well as in darts, target archery, crossbow shooting and other non-firearm related sports. The center is often 

called the bullseye. 
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IV. METHODOLOGY 

 

V. CALCULATION 

 Battery Selection 

According to motor power and rpm selected the battery. 

Type of battery: Lead acid battery. 

Battery Voltage=12.00 V, 

Battery Current=8.00 A, When the circuit is short then,  

Voltage =12.0 V, Current = 2.5 A Power = Voltage x Current = 12 x 2..5= 29.7 W 

 Battery calculation: 

P=18W 

V=12V 

P=VI 

I=P/V=18/12 

I=1.5 A 

• Motor calculation: 

P=VI 

P=2πNT/60 

P=2π*500*(12*9.81*10^-2)/60 

P=61.58 W 

I= P/V = 61.58/12 

I=5.13 A 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The developed prototype has increased the performance of the shooter under test by about 40% within a duration of one week. It 

has physiologically decreased the muscle strain. The hand grip, cheek rest, butt plate and hand grip positions being the backbone 

of shooting; the model has developed a clear understanding for the shooter to view the management of pressure. It has caused no 

disturbance during usage and has not altered the weapon characteristics, as it has been pre-tested and certified for use. The 

shooting sport is more to do with delicate errors, precision, mind control and total concentration. It is totally a state of art. The 

decrease in the physiological strain and understanding of the physiological behaviour has improved. By measuring the pressure 

given at the contact points in the weapon by using an autonomous self-monitoring system using sensors, the performance has 

been increased and the accuracy has improved 
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